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II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. General Review 

In analyzing or designing a structure needs to set criteria that can be used as a 

standard to determine whether the structure is acceptable under the desired 

function or for the purpose of a particular design (Daniel L. Schodek, 1992). 

The fundamental factor in building designing more than one floor should pay 

attention to the loads that will strut the structure. Basically load acting on more 

than one floor of the building there are two kinds of vertical loads and 

horizontal loads. Vertical load consists of dead load and live load is easy to 

predict in accordance with the main function of the building. While horizontal 

loads consisting of wind loads and seismic loads can not be estimated with 

certainty because everything related to nature can not be predicted with 

certainty 

Raju et al. (2013) said that it is not the earthquake which kills the people but it 

is the unsafe buildings that is responsible for the wide spread Devastation. 

Keeping in view the huge loss of life and property in the recent Earthquakes, it 

has Become a hot topic worldwide and lot of research is going on to understand 

the reasons of such failures and learning useful lessons to mitigate the 

repetition of such Devastation. If buildings are built earthquake resistant at its 

first place (as is being done in developed countries like USA, Japan etc.) the 

Devastation the caused by the Earthquakes will be mitigated most effectively. 

The professionals Involved in the design / construction of such structures are 

structural / civil engineers, who are responsible for building earthquake 

resistant structures and keep the society at large in a safe environment. 

 

B. Earthquake Resistant Structure 

According to Subramani and Vasanthi (2016), three important aspects to be 

considered in the design of earthquake resistant structures are given below: 
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1. The structure should be ductile, like the use of steel in concrete buildings. 

For these ductile materials to have an effect, they should be placed where 

they undergo tension and thus are able to yield. 

2. Apart from ductility, deformability of structures is also essential. 

Deformability of structures is also essential. Deformability refers to the 

ability of a structure to dispel or deform to a significant degree without 

collapsing. For this to happen, the structure should be well- proportioned, 

regular and tied together in such a way that there are no area of excessive 

stress concentration and forces can be transmitted from one section to 

another despite large deformations. For this to happen, components must be 

linked to resisting elements 

3. Damageability is another aspect to be taken into consideration. This means 

the ability of a structure to withstand substantial damage without collapsing. 

To achieve this objective “minimum area which shall be damaged in case a 

member of the structure is collapsed” is to be kept in view while planning. 

Columns shall be stronger than beams for that purpose and it is known as 

strong column and weak beam concept. 

Suggests that to make an earthquake resistant building, first thing a civil 

engineer should do is to concentrate on the building foundation. Building 

foundation is needed to be constructed to resist the sideways loads. (M. Kasagi, 

K.Fujita and M.Tsuji,2016, as cited in Parvathi, 2016) 

States that foundation is the important portion of every building. It transfers the 

building weight to the earth or ground. Each building has it separate 

foundations and it is commonly named as footing. Normally each building 

column has its individual footing. Thus the civil engineer should survey the 

type of soil before constructing the foundation of the building. It is essential for 

every engineer to determine the safety bearing capacity of the soil. The safe 

bearing capacity required for the construction of building could be tones per 

square meter. (Werner Seim, Johannes Hummel and Tobias Vogt, 2014, as 

cited in Parvathi, 2016) 
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C. Mass Structure Load 

In designing building structure, needed load analysis, from characteristic and 

value. Load is interpretation from structure design needed which is created. 

Fault in load designing or load implementation on calculation will conduce 

fatal fault on design result.  

1. Kind of Load Definition 

a. Dead Load (D) 

Depend on SNI-1727-2013 article 3.1, dead load is all of the load from 

building structure material that installed, include of wall, floor, roof, 

ceiling, stairs, wall partition, finishing, building cladding and 

architectural component and other structure and installed service 

equipment include weight of faucet. Dead load is static load which is 

tend have constant load value against time.  

For simplification in this design, dead load can be taken from PPURG 

1987. We can show it in Table II.1 above. 

 

Table II.1. Value of Various Dead Load  

 
Sources (PPURG 1987). 

 

b. Live Load (L) 

Depend on SNI-1727-2013 article 4.1, Load which is caused by user 

and occupant build or other structure that is not include construction 

load and environment load, like wind load, rain load, earthquake load, 

flood load, or dead load. Live load is static load too like dead load. 
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Live load value is arranged in SNI-1727-2013 Article 4. Value from 

live load variation can be seen on the table II.2 above.  

 

Table II.2. Value of Live Load 

 
Sources: (SNI-1727-2013). 

 

c. Wind Load (W) 

Wind load is load which is from wind pressure. Wind load is affected 

by the height/level of the building and its location. High structure has 

bigger load of wind. Structure that near with beach area or located in 

the flat wide area has bigger load too. Wind load is dynamic load that 

have fluctuate value against time. For this final project, wind load is 

calculated on roof structure design. 

 

d. Earthquake Load (E) 

Earthquake load is load which is caused by soil vibration. Soil 

vibration is happened cause a nature phenomenon, like earth plate 

friction or volcano eruption. Earthquake load is dynamic load which is 

more complicated than the others load. Earthquake load is explained in 

the next subchapter. 
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2. Safety Factor 

Safety factor is load value that is combined with consideration load 

anticipation that excess or uncertainty of structure strength (the 

implementation is not same with the design).  

a. Load factor and load condition 

Load factor is used as safety value if there is a load that over from 

design, while combination of load is combination from several kind of 

load because it is predicted those load will be happened together. This 

things is regulated in SNI-1727-2013 as follows. 

1) 1,4D (II.4a) 

2) 1,2D + 1,6L + 0,5 (Lr or R)  

3) 1,2D + 1,6 (Lr or R) + (L or 0,5W)  

4) 1,2D + 1,0W + L + 0,5(Lr or R)  

5) 5). 0,9D + 1,0W  

6) 6). 1,2D + 1,0E + L  

7) 7). 0,9D + 1,0E 

With:  

D = Dead Load.  

E = Earthquake Load  

L = Live Load 

Lr = Roof Live Load 

R = Rain Load 

W = Wind Load 

 

b. Strength reduction factor (Ø) 

The value of strength reduction factor (Ø) is used for reduce strength 

of structure with consideration by structure element strength uncertain 

existence cause of the implementation in field. Value of strength 

reduction factor (Ø) regulated in SNI-2847-2013 article 9.3 like in 

Table II.3 as follow. 
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Table II.3. Value of Strength Reduction Factor (Ø)  

 
Sources: (SNI-1727-2013) 

3. Ultimate Strength (Ru), nominal Strength (Rn), and design Strength (Rd) 

Ultimate strength (Ru) is structure strength which is needed in order to be 

able carry maximum load from several kind load combination. Nominal 

strength (Rn) is structure strength which is calculated based on design 

method assumption before multiply by reduction factor. Design strength 

(Rd) is structure strength based on design strength which is multiplied by 

strength reduction factor (Ø). 

Because basically design strength (Rd) is inner force strength (din 

structure), meanwhile ultimate strength (Ru) is strength from external force 

which is happened on the structure, so the structure design should to 

qualify:  

Design strength (Rd) > ultimate strength (Ru) 

 

D. Earthquake  Load 

Earthquake calculation can be conducted by equivalent static method or 

dynamic analysis. Calculation by dynamic method is more complex than 
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equivalent static method. Calculation by dynamic analysis is using Response 

Spectrum and Time History Analysis. 

1. Determinant Factor of Earthquake Load 

a. Earthquake Load Coefficient (C) 

Earthquake load coefficient depends on structure vibration period (T) 

and soil condition in that area. Like in article 6.1.2 and article 5.3 SNI-

1726-2012 explain that soil is classified become SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, 

SF site class. If soil characteristic is not identified, so SE site class can 

be used except there is regulation from government.that determine the 

grade of SF site based on their own geotechnical data  

b. Primacy factor (I) and building structure risk category 

In SNI-1726-2012, category of the risk of building structures be 

grouped into 4 category. Category I is the building and non-building  

category that has the lowest primacy, while category IV is a category 

with the most high primacy.  

As for factor the primacy building is adjusted according of building 

structure risk category. Higher building structure category, then he 

primacy factors is getting higher. Building risk category and building 

primacy factor (Ie) can be seen on the table II.4 and table II.5 above. 
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Table II.4. Structure Risk Category (SNI-1726-2012). 

 
Sources: (SNI-1726-2012). 
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Table II.4 (Continue) 

 
Sources: (SNI-1726-2012). 

Table II.5. Earthquake Primacy Factor (Ie) 

 
Sources: (SNI-1726-2012). 
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c. Seismic Design Category 

In SNI-1726-2012, structure must be set that has seismic design 

category. Seismic design category of structure is set depend on 

structure risk category, short period acceleration response parameter 

(SDS) and 1 sec period (SD1). Structure seismic design category can be 

seen on the table II.6 and table II.7 above. 

 

Table II.6. Seismic Design Category Depends On Short Period 

Acceleration Response Parameter  

 
Sources: SNI-1726-2012 

 

Table II.7. Seismic Design Category Depends On 1 Sec Period 

Acceleration Response Parameter  

 
Sources: SNI-1726-2012 

d. Structure Natural Vibration Period (T) 

The structure natural vibrating is the time it takes a structure to do one 

vibration or displacement in full back and forth. The structure natural 

vibrating. is a property of a structure which is a function of mass and 

stiffness. The natural vibrating period is not influenced by the outward 

force in, but influenced by initial condition of displacement or a certain 

force.  
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To calculate the natural vibrating period is used formulas in SNI-1726-

2012 especially for static method analysis. If used dynamic analysis, 

structure will have so many vibrating period suitable with the number 

of vibrating variety that had by structure.  

e. Response Modification Factor (R) 

Response modification factor (R) or reduction factor of earthquake 

load is a value that reduce amount of earthquake load based on 

structure type that is designed and other support structure component. 

R value is regulated in SNI-1726-2012 article7.2.1 like on the table II.8 

above. 

 

Table II.8 Response Modification Factor Value (R) 

 
Sources: SNI-1726-2012 

 

2. Spectrum  Response in Indonesia area 

a. Spectrum Response Definition 

Earthquake spectrum response is a spectrum that served in graphical 

form / plot structure between structure vibration periods (T) opposed to 

its max response for a ratio damping and load of the certain 

earthquake. 

Spectrum Response is conducted based on maximum response of 

several earthquake as simplification for the purpose of the earthquake 

design. The use of the spectrum response more time efficient due to 

structure maximumesponse because of earthquake if compared with 
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original earthquake recorded that analyzed using time  history analysis 

method. Response spectrum in Indonesia is regulated in SNI-1726-

2012 article 6. Different from SNI-1726-2002 who gives 6 visible 

response spectrum at the 6 earthquake area, in SNI-1726-2012 is  

required to make a response spectrum based on the region coordinates 

or the earthquake map and soil condition as a factor amplification 

response. 

 

b. Factor of response spectrum determinant.  

In creating a diaphragm of response spectrum, there are several factor 

that noticed, seems like that explained above. 

1) Parameter of short period acceleration response (Ss) and  1 sec 

period (S1) 

Parameter Ss and S1 is obtained based on earthquake map in SNI-

1726-2012. Parameter of short period acceleration response or 0,2 

sec (SS) and period of 1 sec (S1) is used because between that 

period consist of energy the maximum earthquake. Earthquake 

map SS an S1 can be seen on a figure II.1. and figure II.2. above. 

The other value of SS and S1 and affected by mapped risk 

coefficient factor that can be seen on figure II.3. and figure II.4. 
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Figure II.1. Mapping of Short Period Acceleration Response Parameter (Ss) (SNI-1726-2012). 

 

  17 
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Figure II.2. Mapping of 0.1 Sec Period Acceleration Response Parameter (S1) (SNI-1726-2012). 
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Figure II.3. Mapping of Short Period Mapped Risk Coefficient Earthquake (Crs) (SNI-1726-2012).  
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Figure II.4. Map of 1 Sec Period Mapped Risk Coefficient Earthquake (Cr1) (SNI-1726-2012). 

20 
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2) Soil site classification  

To decide soil sites, needed soil investigation with depth till 30 m. 

Soil characteristic that needed is average from velocity of shear 

wave (vs), standard penetration N-SPT (N) and soil shear strength 

(su). From that criteria, minimal must be 2 criteria to decide soil 

sites. Soil site is classified in 6 sites, there are SA (hard rock), SB 

(rock), SC (hard soil), SD (medium soil), SE (soft soil) and SF 

(special soil). In Indonesia is assumed have no SA and SB soil 

sites. Classification soil site depend on N-SPT value, vs, dan su can 

be seen on Table II.9. Together SS value and S1, this classification 

soil sites will determine response amplification factor as on the 

table II.10 and II.11. 

 

Table II.9. Soil Site Classification. 

 
Sources: (SNI-1726-2012) 
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Table II.10. Short Period Amplification Factor (Fa)  

 
Sources: (SNI-1726-2012) 

 

Table II.11. Sec Period Amplification Factor (Fv) 

 
Description : SS is location that needs special technique investigation  

Sources: (SNI-1726-2012) 

 

c. Design Spectrum Response  

Spectrum response is designed based on spectral acceleration (Sa) as 

determinant of earthquake design with follow the regulation of SNI-

1726-2012 article 6.4. Design spectrum response can be seen at Figure 

II. 5. 

SDS and SD1 at Figure II.11 and Figure II.12 is parameter of design 

spectrum response acceleration short period (0,2 sec) and period 1 

secs. Value of SDS and SD1 is obtained from formula above. 

SDS = 2/3×SMS×𝑐𝑟𝑠 

SD1 = 2/3×SM1×𝑐𝑟𝑠1 
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Figure II. 5. Spectrum Response Diagram. 

 

Crs value and Crs1 is mapped risk coefficient value based on earthquake 

map on Figure II.3. and Figure II.4. while Sms and Sm1 value from 

formula above  

Sms = 𝑠𝑠×𝐹𝑎  

Sm1 = 𝑠1×𝐹𝑣 

Ss and S1 value is parameter of earthquake acceleration spectra 

response MCER for period 0,2 sec and period 1 sec at base rock (SB) 

with probabilities more than 2 % for 50 years. Value of Ss and S1 is 

obtained from Figure II.1 and Figure II.2 based on area coordinate that 

will be constructed. While the value of Fa and Fv is amplification 

factor of local soil condition based on soil sites classification. Value of 

Fa and Fv is obtained from Table II.10 and Table II.11. 

In spectrum response graphic at Figure II. 5 above, determination of 

spectra response acceleration value (Sa) that is function of vibration 

period (T) based on formula above. 

T < T0, so Sa = S(0,4+0,6𝑇/𝑇0) 

T0 < T < Ts, so Sa = SDS 
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T > Ts, so Sa = 𝑆𝐷1/𝑇 

With the value T0 dan Ts : 

T0 = 0,2 𝑆𝐷1/𝑆𝐷𝑠  

Ts = 𝑆𝐷1/𝑆𝐷𝑠 

 

3. Structure Irregularity 

Structure that have been designed must be evaluated against horizontal and 

vertical irregularity. This things is regulated in SNI-1726-2012 article 

7.3.2. This irregularity will affected structure design and analysis type of 

earthquake load permitted. Generally, building irregularity is tabled on 

Table II.12 and Table II.13.. 

 

Table II.12 Horizontal Irregularity 
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Table II.13 Vertical Irregularity 

 

 

 

4. Earthquake Load Analysis Method  

Generally earthquake load analysis can be conducted with two methods, 

there are static and dynamic method. Both of method is regulated in SNI-

1726-2012. It’s about kind of permitted analysis based on structure kind, 

analysis procedure and its limitation.   

In SNI-1726-2012 article 7.6, kind of earthquake analysis permitted based 

on Seismic Design Category A till C. Seismic Design Category D till F 

kind of analysis that used based on Table II.14. 
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Table II.14. Earthquake Load Method  

Sources: (SNI-1726-2012) 

 

5. Static Method Earthquake Load Analysis  

Equivalent static method analysis is simplification method that assume the 

real earthquake load is dynamic load which is static load that does not 

change against time. Soil vibration due to earthquake that has certain 

acceleration changed become reaction force that is product of mass and 

acceleration (F = m.a). At static method, forced due to earthquake is 

assumed as horizontal load that centralized at center of mass (floor 

structure). This method usually called equivalent static method or 

equivalent lateral force (ELF). 
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6. Dynamic Earthquake Load Analysis (Response Spectrum) 

Spectrum response method for earthquake calculation is calculation method 

that use dynamic principal with review maximum response (acceleration, 

velocity, displacement), not like time history analysis method that review 

from step by step till obtained its maximum response. At spectrum response 

method is needed maximum response from basic earthquake load 

coefficient (C) based on reviewed vibration method. 

Due to calculation of concrete design is conducted manually, if earthquake 

load analysis uses dynamic method so be better shear force calculation 

every level is conducted manually. If using software (e.g. SAP2000), so 

calculation at that software is conducted till modal analysis. This things is 

due to not clear moment direction from SAP2000 will complicate 

combination of earthquake load with others static load (e.g. dead load). 

General requirement SNI-1726-2012. Several requirements for spectrum 

response dynamic analysis, there are:  

1) Number of mode which is privy in calculation have total mass 

partition minimum is 90 %.  

2) Dynamic earthquake load must be scaled, so that obtained shear 

force of dynamic earthquake not less than 85% static earthquake 

(ELF).  

3) Combination method between modes which is used is CQC method 

(Complete Quadratic Combination) if difference vibration period 

not more than 15%. If more than that so that used SRSS method 

(Square Root of the Sum of Sum Squares).  

 

E. Intermediate Moment Resisting Frame 

1. Definition of Moment Resisting Frame 

Depend on SNI-1726-2012, Intermediate Moment resisting Frame 

(IMRF) is structure system which has resisting moment of gravitation 

load totally, and lateral load is carried by frame through elastic 

mechanism. Generally, IRMF is a frame that consist of structure 
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component (beam and column) with joint between components in the 

form of rigid joint or fixed. With that condition so the joint will be acted 

carry moment (positive moment) and make structure become static. So 

that, this kind of structure usually called Moment Resisting Frame 

(MRF). 

IMRF is structure which is relative flexible. Even has flexible 

characteristic, IMRF deformation due to horizontal load and gravitation 

incline shear deflected shape. Inter story drift at the lower floor is bigger 

and incline smaller at the upper floor. Inter story drift value will be 

bigger at multi story building (skyscraper building). Interstory drift at the 

building structure can be seen in figure II.X above. 

 

Figure II.6. Inter Story Drift on the Frame. 

 

2. Advantages and Disadvantages of IMRF 

As the main structure of the building, IMRF have many advantages and 

disadvantages. There are several advantages of IMRF as follow: 

a. Cause of its flexibility, IMRF has natural vibration period (T) that is 

big. Bigger T value will affect on the seismic load coefficient (C) 

which is smaller, so that seismic load design is smaller too. 
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b. Column size that relative small and the size of column is longer 

(with simple beam adding) will give free room especially for 

architectural. 

c. Using IMRF which is designed ductile will make a building more 

stable and safe with cheapest cost. 

And the other hand, IMRF has several disadvantages 

a. Cause IMRF is slender structure, torsion risk at IMRF bigger, so it 

disturbs stability of the structure. 

b. Big inter story drift (more over on under level of story) can damage 

structure element and non-structural element (such as wall or 

mirror). Big inter-story drift on IMRF can cause an impact on the 

other building.  

c. Distribution of stiffness in every floor that is not uniform will cause 

soft-story (on the story that have lowest stiffness). With that 

condition can cause suddenly collapse on the soft-story area. Soft 

story usually happened on the floor with the big hall or on the floor 

that have a little non-structural element. Even neglected, actually 

non-structural element such as brick wall have stiffness value.  

d. IMRF is effective for building till 25 floors. Building with floors 

more than 25, the value of inter-story drift will be big. So, IMRF 

system needs combined with another structure such as wall 

structure, bracing, or tube structure. 

 

3. Kind of Moment Resisting Frame 

In article 7.2.2 SNI of earthquake 2012 is explained for each value of 

response modification coefficient (R) depend on structure ductile factor 

and resisting frame system. 

Several R value of resisting frame system, there are: 

1) Ordinary Moment Resisting Frame (OMRF) R = 3 

2) Intermediate Moment Resisting Frame (IMRF) R = 5 

3) Special Moment Resisting Frame (SMRF) R = 8 


